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Abstract

A class of unital diagonal AH algebras will be studied in this paper. The density property of

the set of all elements which are nilpotent up to (left and right multiple) unitaries is presented.

As a consequence, these algebras have stable rank one. Section 3 also shows that an algebra in

this class has the property LP (i.e., the linear span of projections is dense) provided a certain

condition. Finally, restricting our attention to a special subclass which includes Villadsen

algebras of the first type, we give the necessary and sufficient condition of real rank zero.
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1. Introduction

The classification program of Elliott, the goal of which is to classify amenable C∗-algebras

by their K-theoretical data, has been successful for many classes of C∗-algebras, in particular

for simple AH algebras with slow dimension growth ([6], [7], [9],[10], [13]). Note that all these

simple AH algebras have stable rank one ([5], [1]). Therefore, the AH algebras which may be

of most interest nowadays are the ones with higher dimension growth (than zero).

In [12], Goodearl introduced an interesting class of simple AH algebras without any condition

on the dimension growth as follows. Let X be a nonempty separable compact Hausdorff space,

and choose a subset S = {x1, x2, x3, . . .} such that {xi, xi+1, . . .} is dense in X for every

positive integer i. Let k1, k2, . . . be a sequence of positive integers such that ki|ki+1 for all i and

denote by Ai the matrix algebra Mki
(C(X)). Define unital block diagonal ∗-homomorphisms

φi : Ai → Ai+1 by

φi(a) = diag(a, . . . , a, a(xi), . . . , a(xi)), ∀a ∈ Ai

Let αi be the number copies of a appearing on the right side and we also assume that ki+1/ki >

αi > 0 (i.e., there is at least one block a and at least one block a(xi) in φi(a)). Goodearl showed

that such an algebra has stable rank one and the property SP. Moreover, it has real rank zero

if, and only if either limi→∞ ω1,j is zero or X is totally disconnected ([12]).

LetX and Y be compact metric spaces. A ∗-homomorphism φ fromMn(C(X)) toMnm(C(Y ))

is said to be diagonal if there are continuous maps λi from Y to X such that

φ(f) =











f ◦ λ1 0 . . . 0
0 f ◦ λ2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . f ◦ λn











, ∀f ∈Mn(C(X)).

The λi are called the eigenvalue maps (or simply eigenvalues) of φ. The family {λ1, λ2, . . . , λm}

is called the eigenvalue pattern of φ and is denoted by ep(φ). In addition, let P , respectively Q,

be projections in Mn(C(X)) and Mnm(C(Y )). An ∗-homomorphism ψ from PMn(C(X))P to

QMnm(C(Y ))Q is called diagonal if there exists a diagonal ∗-homomorphism φ fromMn(C(X))

to Mnm(C(Y )) such that ψ is reduced from φ on PMn(C(X))P and φ(P ) = Q. This definition

can also be extended to ∗-homomorphisms

φ : ⊕n
i=1PiMni

(C(Xi))Pi → ⊕m
j=1QjMmj

(C(Yj))Qj

by requiring that each partial map

φi,j : PiMni
(C(Xi))Pi → QjMmj

(C(Yj))Qj

induced by φ be diagonal. The C∗-algebras which can be represented by inductive limits of

homogeneous C∗-algebras is called an AH algebra. An AH algebra is called diagonal if it can

be written as an inductive limit of homogeneous C∗-algebras with diagonal connecting maps.

There are many concepts which are borrowed from dimension theory of topological spaces,

such as stable rank ([15]), real rank ([3]), covering dimension ([22]). In this paper, we will
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study stable rank, real rank and some relative (weaker or stronger) properties (approximately

nilpotent elements, the property SP) of a class of diagonal AH-algebras which can be written

as inductive limits of homogeneous algebras of the forms ⊕n
i=1PiMni

(C(Xi))Pi without any

condition on dimension. This class includes interesting algebras: AF algebras, AI and AT

algebras ([17], [8]), Goodearl algebras ([12]) and Villadsen algebras of the first type ([18], [19],

[20]). Note that the algebras constructed by Toms in [18] have the same K-groups and tracial

data but different Cuntz semigroups. This means that the class of C∗-algebras considered in

this paper cannot be classified by K-theory and their tracial data.

The paper consists of five sections. Section 2 introduces the class of AH-algebras which will

be studied in this paper. Section 3 discusses about the density of nilpotent elements relative

to some unitaries, as a consequence, the algebras have stable rank one. Section 4 concerns the

density of the linear span of projections. And finally, section 5 generalizes the sufficient and

necessary condition of real rank zero which is a generalization of [[12], Theorem 9].

2. Preliminaries and Definitions

Notation: Denote by Mn the C∗-algebra of all n × n matrices with complex coefficients

while by Mn(A) the algebra of all n × n matrices with coefficients in A. By a standard basis

{eij}1≤i,j≤n of Mn we mean the set of matrices eij whose (i, j)th-entry is equal to 1 and zero

elsewhere.

We always assume the space X,Y are compact metric spaces with finitely many connected

components. If X is connected and p ∈ Mn(C(X)) is a projection, then the rank function

rank(p(x)) is constant for every x ∈ X. Hence we can say rank(p) to be the rank of p(x) for

any x ∈ X.

For convenience, let us denote by Ã the unitalization of A when A does not have the unit

and A otherwise.

Denote by diag(a1, a2, . . . , an) the block diagonal matrix










a1 0 . . . 0
0 a2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . an











Let us consider a C∗ algebra of the form PMn(C(X))P , where P is a projection in Mn(C(X)).

If X is not connected and if X has finitely connected components Xi (X =
⊔k

i=1
Xi), then

PMn(C(X))P = ⊕k
i=1PiMn(C(Xi))Pi,

where Pi is the restriction of P on Xi. Therefore, for any homogeneous algebra of the form (1)

below, it can be assumed that each Xi is connected.

We will study AH algebras which can be written as inductive limits of homogeneous algebras

of the form:

(1) ⊕k
i=1PiMni

(C(Xi))Pi,
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where the Xi are connected compact metric spaces and the Pi are projections in the corre-

sponding Mni
(C(Xi)) with diagonal connecting maps defined below. The projections Pi are

called the cutdown projections.

Definition 2.1. Let φ be a unital ∗-homomorphism

φ : ⊕k
i=1PiMni

(C(Xi))Pi −→ ⊕t
j=1QjMmj

(C(Yj))Qj ,

where the Pi and the Qj are projections in the Mni
(C(Xi)) and Mmj

(C(Xj)), respectively.

Then, φ is said to be diagonal if there exists a diagonal ∗-homomorphism φ̃ from ⊕k
i=1Mni

(C(Xi))

to ⊕t
j=1Mmj

(C(Yj)) such that φ is the restriction of φ̃ on the subalgebra ⊕k
i=1PiMni

(C(Xi))Pi.

Notation: Let us denote by D the class of C∗-algebras which can be written as an inductive

limit of homogeneous C∗-algebras of the form (1) with diagonal connecting maps. We also

denote by D1 a subset of D consisting of C∗-algebras which can be written as inductive limits

lim−→(Ai, φi), where the φi are diagonal and the Ai are of the form

(2) Ai = ⊕ki

t=1Mnit
(C(Xit)), Xi = ⊔kit

t=1Xit,

the Xit are compact connected metric spaces and the nit, ki are positive integers. It means that

an algebra lim−→(Ai, φi) ∈ D belongs to D1 if all the cutdown projections of the block algebras

Ai of the form (1) are the identity. The algebras in D1 form a rich class. They include AF

algebras, AI and AT algebras (hence the rotation algebras) (see [8]).

Definition 2.2. A C∗-algebra A is said to have slow dimension growth if A can be written as

an inductive limit of a sequence (Ai, φi), where

Ai = ⊕ki

t=1PitC(Xit) ⊗Mnit
Pit, for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

such that

lim
i→∞

max
t

dimXit

rankPit

= 0.

Proposition 2.1. Let φ be a diagonal ∗-homomorphism as stated in Definition 2.1. Then, the

following hold.

(1) φ is unital.

(2) The diagonal ∗-homomorphism φ̃ needs not be unique.

(3) The composition of diagonal homomorphisms is again diagonal.

Proof. (1) φ is unital since the map φ̃ is unital and the subalgebras which are the domain and

the range of φ have the units.

(2) For example, let’s consider a diagonal ∗-homomorphism φ defined by

φ : C[0, 1] −→ e11M2(C[0, 1])e11, φ(f) = diag(f, 0),

where e11 = diag(1, 0) ∈M2. There exist two diagonal extensions of φ, let us denote by ψ and

λ, from C([0, 1]) to M2(C[0, 1]) given by

ψ(f) = diag(f, f); and λ(f) = diag(f, 1)
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(3) Let φ and ψ be diagonal homomorphisms such that φ ◦ψ exists. By Definition 2.1, these

maps are the restriction of some diagonal homomorphisms φ̃ and ψ̃ whose domains and the

target spaces are the corresponding full matrix algebras. Thus φ ◦ ψ is diagonal, since the

composition φ̃ ◦ ψ̃ is diagonal. �

2.1. Approximately Constant Eigenvalue. In this subsection we wish to quote the char-

acterization of simplicity for diagonal AH algebras from [11].

Definition 2.3. Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi) where the Ai are of the form (2). A is said to have the

approximately constant eigenvalue property if for any i ∈ N, element f in Ai, ǫ > 0 and x ∈ Xi

there exist j ≥ i and unitaries ut ∈ Ajt = Mnjt
(C(Xjt)), t ∈ {1, . . . , kj} such that

||utφ
lt
ij(f)u∗t − diag(f(x), bt)|| < ǫ

for some appropriately sized bt such that diag(f(x), bt) ∈ Ajt .

The Villadsen algebras of the first type have approximately constant eigenvalue property

([18], [19], [20]). These algebras are simple due to the approximately constant eigenvalue

property. The following will ensure the class of algebras under our consideration has the

approximately constant eigenvalue property.

Theorem 2.1. Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi) where the Ai are of the form (2). If A has the approximately

constant eigenvalue property then A is simple. The converse holds if the ∗-homomorphisms φij

are diagonal.

Proof. Suppose that A has the approximately constant eigenvalue property. As in [[11], Section

2.2], all the connecting ∗-homomorphisms φij can be assumed to be injective. Let a be any

non-zero element in Ai for some positive integer i. Then one of the components of a is non-zero,

hence we can assume that Ai has only one component, i.e., Ai = Mni
(C(Xi)). Then there is

an x ∈ Xi such that a(x) 6= 0. By the definition of the approximately constant eigenvalue

property, there is an integer j > i, and a unitary u in Aj (we can also assume that Aj has only

one component Aj = Mnj
(C(Xj))) such that

||uφij(a)u
∗ − diag(a(x), b)|| < ǫ

We can choose ǫ small enough so that φij(a)(y) is non-zero for every y ∈ Xj . By [[5], Proposition

2.1], A is simple.

The converse is due to [[11], Theorem 3.4]. �

3. Nilpotent Elements

An element x in A is called nilpotent if there exists an n such that xn = 0.

Notation: Let A be a unital C∗-algebra. Denote by N (A) the set of all elements x in A such

that there are unitaries u, v ∈ A, uxv is nilpotent. ZD(A) is denoted by the set of all zero

divisors of A and U(A) is the set of all unitaries of A
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The fact is the set of all nilpotent elements can be approximated arbitrarily closely by the

invertible. This leads us to the following.

Proposition 3.1. Let A be a unital C∗-algebra. Then the following hold.

(1) Every element in N (A) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by the invertible.

(2) If every non-invertible element in A can be approximated arbitrarily closely by elements

in N (A) then A has stable rank one.

(3) Suppose that A = lim−→(An, φn), where the An are unital C∗-algebras and the connecting

∗-homomorphisms φnm : An → Am (m > n) are unital and injective. Then A has

stable rank one if, for every positive integer n, every non-invertible element x in An,

there exists an integer m ≥ n such that φnm(x) belongs to the closure of N (Am) in the

norm topology.

Proof. (1) Let x ∈ A. If x is nilpotent and for any positive number ǫ, −ǫ = xn−ǫn1 is in GL(A).

Hence, x can be approximated by an invertible, namely x−ǫ, to within 2ǫ. Furthermore, for any

unitaries u, v in A, uxv is also approximated by an invertible element to within 2ǫ. Therefore,

uxv belongs to GL(A) if and only if x is in GL(A).

(2) For any x ∈ A, a non-invertible element and any positive number ǫ, there exists an

element y in N (A) such that ||x− y|| < ǫ by (2). By (1), there is an invertible element z in A

such that ||y − z|| < ǫ. Hence, ||x− z|| < 2ǫ. Thus, the invertible is dense in A.

(3) Since all the connecting homomorphisms φnm are injective, An can be identified with its

image in A for any n and so A is the closure of ∪∞
n=1An. For any non-invertible element x in

A and any positive number ǫ, there is a positive integer n and an element y in An such that

||x − y|| < ǫ. We can also assume that y is not invertible. By the hypothesis (3), there is a

positive integer m ≥ n such that φnm(y) belongs to N (Am) and hence, φnm(y) is in N (A). By

(2), A has stable rank one. �

Proposition 3.1 is usually used to prove stable rank one of a C∗-algebra. To make use of this

fact, Rørdam raised a question: If A is a simple unital C∗-algebra and x ∈ ZD(A), can we

find u ∈ U(A) such that ux is nilpotent ([16]). This question can be relaxed as follows without

losing our purpose.

Question 3.1. Let A be a simple unital C∗-algebra and x ∈ A be non-invertible. Does x

belongs to the closure of N (A)?

We can also state Question 3.1 as: is the set inv(A) ∪ N (A) dense in A? where inv(A) is

the set of all invertible elements in A. It is obvious that stable rank of A is equal to 1 if and

only if inv(A) ∪ N (A) is dense in A by Proposition 3.1.

Example: Question 3.1 has a positive answer if A is a Goodearl algebra ([[12], Lemma 2]).

Proposition 3.2. Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi) be a simple unital AH algebra, where the Ai are of the

form (2). If A has the approximately constant eigenvalue property, then for any non invertible
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element a ∈ A there are a positive integer n and unitaries u, v ∈ Un(A) such that u(a⊗ 1n)v is

a nilpotent element in Mn(A). (Note that the ∗-homomorphism φ is not necessarily diagonal).

Proof. Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi), a non-invertible element a ∈ A and a positive number ǫ. Since

∪i>0φi∞(Ai) is dense in A, we can assume that a ∈ ∪i>0φi∞(Ai). Since the images of nilpotent

elements of Ai under φi∞ are again nilpotent, we can assume a ∈ Ai for some i. An element of

finitely many components can be approximated by nilpotent elements if and only if each of its

components can be approximated by nilpotent elements. Hence, we can assume that each Aj

has one component, i.e., Aj = Mnj
(C(Xj)). Since a is not invertible, there is a point x ∈ Xi

such that det(a(x)) = 0. Since A has the approximately constant eigenvalue property, there is

an integer j ≥ i and a unitary u0 such that

||u0φi,j(a)u
∗
0 − diag(a(x), b1)|| < ǫ,

for some appropriately sized b1 such that diag(a(x), b) ∈ Aj. Since a(x) ∈Mni
is not invertible,

there are unitaries u1, v1 in Mni
such that

u1a(x)v1 = diag(0, b2), b2 ∈Mni−1

Set u2 = u0diag(u1, 1nj−ni
), v2 = diag(v1, 1nj−ni

)u∗0, and b = diag(b1, b2). Then,

||u2φij(a)v2 − diag(0, b)|| < ǫ, where b ∈Mnj−1.

Take a positive integer n such that m = n
nj
> nj −1. The number of copies of 0 in (diag(0, b)⊗

1m) is at least m, hence there exists a permutation matrix e ∈Mn such that e(diag(0, b)⊗1m) ∈

Mn(A) is an upper triangular whose main diagonal entries vanish and thus it is nilpotent.

Finally, just take u and v to be e(u2 ⊗ 1m) and v2 ⊗ 1m, respectively, and the proof ends.

�

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a unital simple AH algebra which can be written as an inductive

limit lim−→(Ai, φi), where the φi are diagonal and the Ai are of the form (1). Suppose that

A1 = ⊕k
t=1P1tMn1t

(C(X1t))P1t and the cutdown projections Pit ∈ A1 are Murray-von Neumann

equivalent to the constant projections, then for any non-invertible element a ∈ A and any

positive number ǫ, there exists an element a1 ∈ N (A) such that ||a− a1|| < ǫ.

In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let B be a C∗-algebra, p and q be projections in B. If p and q are Murray-von

Neumann equivalent, then pBp is isomorphic to qBq.

In particular, if B = Mn(C(X)) with connected compact metric spectrum X and if q is

the constant projection in B of rank m, then qBq is ∗-isomorphic to the full matrix algebra

Mm(C(X)).

Proof. There is a partial isometry v such that p = v∗v and q = vv∗. Define a map φ by

φ(x) = vxv∗ for all x ∈ pBp. It is straightforward to check that φ is a ∗-homomorphism from
7



pBp to qBq.

Similarly, we can define a ∗-homomorphism ψ from qBq to pBp by ψ(x) = v∗xv, for all x ∈ qBq.

For any a ∈ B,

φ ◦ ψ(qaq) = v(v∗qaqv)v∗ = qaq, and ψ ◦ φ(pap) = v∗(vpap)v∗ = pap.

By the same argument, we also have that ψ ◦ φ is the identity map on pBp. Thus φ is an

isomorphism and its inverse is ψ.

In the case B = Mn(C(X)), and q is the constant projection in B of rank m, then pBp is

∗-isomorphic to qBq. Moreover, since q ∈ Mn is a Hermitian, there is a unitary u ∈ Mn such

that q = u(e11 + e22 + . . .+ emm)u∗, where {eij}
n
i,j=1 is the standard base of Mn. Then

qBq = u(

m
∑

i=1

eii)u
∗Bu(

m
∑

i=1

eii)u
∗ = (

m
∑

i=1

eii)B(

m
∑

i=1

eii) = Mm(C(X)).

�

Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof. Assume A = lim−→(Ai, φi), where the Ai are of the form (1) and the φi are diagonal ∗-

homomorphisms. Using the same argument as the beginning of the proof of Proposition 3.2, we

can assume that each Ai has only one component, that is, Ai = PiMni
(C(Xi))Pi, where Pi is a

projection in Ai. By the hypothesis, the cutdown projection P1 of A1 is Murray-von Neumann

equivalent to a projection Q ∈Mn1
. Q is unitary equivalent to Q1 = e11+e22 + . . .+em1

, where

m1 is the rank of Q and {eij}1≤i,j≤n1
is the standard base of Mn1

. Hence we can say P1 is

Murray-von Neumann equivalent to Q1. For i > 1, define Qi = φi−1(Qi−1). Then Qi = φ1i(Q1)

is constant, since Q1 is constant and φ1i is diagonal. Let us denote by mi the rank of Qi, then

mi+1|mi and mi+1

mi
= ni+1

ni
for all i. By Lemma 3.1, there are ∗-isomorphisms

Θi : PiMni
(C(Xi))Pi −→ QiMni

(C(Xi))Qi = Mmi
(C(X)), Θi(a) = viav

∗
i ,

where P1 = v∗1v1 ∼ v1v
∗
1 = Q1 and vi = φ1i(v1). Since each φi is diagonal, by definition, there

exists a diagonal ∗-homomorphism φ̃i : Mni
(C(Xi)) −→ Mni+1

(C(Xi+1)) such that φ is the

restriction of φ̃i on Ai into Ai+1. Let ψi be the restriction of φ̃i on QiMni
(C(Xi))Qi, for all i.

Then ψi(Qi) = Qi+1, therefore, the map ψi can be viewed as the map from QiMni
(C(Xi))Qi

to Qi+1Mni+1
(C(Xi+1))Qi+1 and so we have the diagonal AH-algebra lim−→(Mmi

(C(Xi)), ψi). In

addition it is straightforward to check that Θi+1 ◦ φi = ψi ◦ Θi and hence we can assume that

A = lim−→(Mmi
(C(Xi)), ψi).

Let ψi∞ be the ∗-homomorphism from Ai = Mmi
(C(Xi)) into A. The union ∪∞

i=1ψi∞(Ai) is

dense in A. An element belonging to N (Ai) is again in N (φi∞(Ai)) and so in N (A). Therefore,

it is sufficient to show that every non-invertible element in Ai can be approximated by elements

in N (Ak) for some large enough integer k ≥ i.

Suppose that a ∈ Ai is not invertible and ǫ > 0. By Theorem 2.1, A has the approximately

constant eigenvalue property. Using the same argument as the proof of Proposition 3.2, there
8



are an integer j ≥ i and unitaries u2, v2 ∈ Aj such that ||u2φij(a)v2 − diag(0, b)|| < ǫ, where

b ∈ Mmj−1. Choose a positive integer k such that m = mk

mj
> mj − 1. Let {λt}

m
t=1 be the

eigenvalue pattern of ψjk. Then ψjk(diag(0, b)) = diag(0, b ◦ λ1, 0, b ◦ λ2, . . . , 0, b ◦ λm). Since

the number of 0’s appearing in ψjk(diag(0, b)) is at least m and m is strictly larger than the size

of b◦λt for every t, we can choose a permutation matrix e ∈Mnk
such that eψjk(diag(0, b)) ∈ Ak

is an upper triangular whose main diagonal entries are zero. Hence, eψjk(diag(0, b)) is nilpotent.

Let a1 = ψjk(u
∗
2)ψjk(diag(0, b))φjk(v∗2). Then,

eψjk(u2)a1ψjk(v
∗
2) = eψjk(diag(0, b))

is nilpotent and so a1 ∈ N (Ak). And,

||ψik(a) − a1|| = ||ψjk(u2)ψik(a)ψjk(v2) − ψjk(diag(o, b))|| ≤ ||u2ψij(a)v2 − diag(0, b)|| < ǫ.

�

3.1. Stable Rank. We will now apply Theorem 3.1 to show that an algebra has stable rank

one. Firstly, we recall the notion of stable rank which was introduced by Marc A. Rieffel ([15]).

A unital C∗-algebra A is said to have stable rank one (denoted by sr(A) = 1) if the invertible

is dense in A. If A is non-unital, stable rank of A (denoted by sr(A)) is the stable rank of its

unitalization Ã. It is shown in [15] that for a unital C∗-algebra A, the invertible is dense in

A if, and only if the set of all left-sided invertible elements is dense if, and only if the set of

right-side invertible elements is dense.

It was shown in [5] and [1] that a simple AH algebra has stable rank one if the dimensions of

the spectra of the building blocks in the inductive limit decomposition are bounded, respectively

slow dimension growth. The following corollary does not have any assumption of dimension

growth.

Corollary 3.1. Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi) be a simple, diagonal AH algebra, where

Ai = ⊕ki

t=1Pi,tMni,t
(C(Xi,t))Pi,t.

If the cutdown projections P1,t in A1 are Murray-von Neumann equivalent to constant ones,

then A has stable rank one.

Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1. �

Note There are examples of stable rank n for each positive integer n ([21]) if the hypothesis

on ‘dimension growth’ and ‘diagonal connecting homomorphisms’ are ignored.

4. Linear Span of Projections

Let us recall some notations from [14]. Given a C∗-algebra A, denote by L(A) the closed

linear span of projections in A. In this section, we will study the density of the linear span of

projections in A. More information about this problem can be found in [14].
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Note: Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi) be an AH algebra. We can view the continuous functions on the

spectrum of each Ai as elements in Ai by the natural embedding in the following two cases.

Case 1. If Ai = ⊕ki

t=1Mnit
(C(Xit)), then there is an embedding from C(Xit) into Ai defined

by the composition of the following injective ∗-homomorphisms:

C(Xit) −→Mnit
(C(Xit)), f 7−→ diag(f, 0), ∀f ∈ C(X),

and the embedding into the kth-coordinate

Mnit
(C(Xit)) −→ ⊕ki

t=1Mnit
(C(Xit)), a 7−→ (0, . . . , 0, a, 0, . . . 0), ∀a ∈Mnit

(C(Xit))

Case 2. If Ai = ⊕ki

t=1PitMnit
(C(Xit))Pit and suppose that the projections Pit are Murray-

von Neumann equivalent to the constant, by Lemma 3.1, Ai is isomorphic to the homogeneous

algebra of form (2). Hence, we can also have the embedding from C(Xit) into Ai as Case 1.

Theorem 4.1. Let A = lim−→(Ai, φi) be an AH algebra in D, i.e., the φi are diagonal and the

Ai are of the form

Ai = ⊕ki

t=1PitMnit
(C(Xit))Pit.

Then L(A) is equal to A, i.e., the linear span of projections is dense in A provided that ev-

ery self-adjoint element in φi∞(C(Xit)) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by self-adjoint

elements with finite spectra.

Proof. Every element in A can be closely approximated by elements in ∪iφi∞(Ai). Hence, it

is sufficient to show that for any element a ∈ Ai and any positive number ǫ, there is an j ≥ i

such that φij(a) can be approximated by a linear combination of projections in Aj to within

ǫ. If φij(a) has finitely many components, it is enough to show that each component can be

approximated by linear combinations of projections in Aj to within ǫ. Therefore we can assume

that each At has only one component, that is, At = Mnt(C(Xt)) for every positive integer t.

We can also assume that a = a∗ since a can be written as a sum of two self-adjoint elements.

Let a = (ast) ∈Mni
(C(Xi)), where the ast are continuous functions on Xi. Since ast = āts, the

ass are real valued functions and we can write ast = āts = fst + ıgst with ı2 = −1 and fst, gst

are real valued functions for every 1 < s < t < ni. Let {est} be the standard base of Mni
. We

can express the matrix a as a sum a = B + C +D, where

B =

ni
∑

s=1

assess C =
∑

1≤s<t≤ni

fst(est + ets) and D = ı
∑

1≤s<t≤ni

gst(est − ets)

Since B = diag(a11, a22, . . . , anini
) and each ass can be approximated by self-adjoint elements

with finite spectrum, there is an integer j1 ≥ i such that φij1(B) can be approximated by a

self-adjoint element in Aj1 with finite spectrum to within ǫ
3
. Hence, there is a family of pairwise

orthogonal projections Et in Aj1 and scalars αt such that

(3) ||φij1(B) − b|| <
ǫ

3
, where b =

nj1
∑

t=1

αtEt ∈ Aj1

10



To approximate C by linear combinations of projections, first we consider
(

0 f12

f12 0

)

= u∗
(

−f12 0
0 f12

)

u = u∗(−f12e11 + f12e22)u, where u =

(

1√
2

1√
2

−1√
2

1√
2

)

.

By hypothesis, φi∞(f12) can be approximated by self-adjoint elements with finite spectra. Thus

there is an j2 ≥ i and a linear combination of projections c1 ∈ Aj2 such that ||φij(−f12e11 +

f12e22)− c1|| <
ǫ

3ni
. Furthermore, for each pair s < t, the matrix est + ets is unitary equivalent

to e12 + e21. Hence, φij(−fstest + fstest) can also be approximated by a linear combination of

projections in Aj2, denoted by cs, to within ǫ
3ni

. This implies

(4) ||φij2(C) − c|| <
ǫ

3

Since
(

0 g12
−g12 0

)

= v∗
(

−ıg12 0
0 ıg12

)

v = ı(v∗(−g12e11 + g12e22)v), where v =

(

ı√
2

1√
2

1√
2

ı√
2

)

and the same argument when we approximate C, there is an integer j3 ≥ i and a linear

combination of projections d ∈ Aj3 such that

(5) ||φij3(D) − d|| <
ǫ

3

Take j = max{j1, j2, j3}, then

||φij(a) − φj1j(b) − φj2j(c) − φj3j(d)|| < ǫ,

and φj1j(b) + φj2j(c) + φj3j(d) is a linear combination of projections in Aj. �

Note: A unital C∗-algebra is said to have real rank zero if and only if every self-adjoint

element can be approximated arbitrarily closely by self-adjoint elements whose spectra do not

contain zero (or equivalently, by invertible self-adjoint elements). The fact is that a C∗-algebra

has real rank zero if and only if every self-adjoint element can be approximated arbitrarily

closely by a (finitely) linear combination of pairwise orthogonal projections in A. So the

property (LP) (i.e., the linear span of projections is dense) is weaker than real rank zero.

5. Real Rank

5.1. Background and Notation. The concept of real rank of a C∗-algebra was introduced by

Lawrence G. Brown and Gert K. Pedersen in [3] and since then has been developed rapidly and

studied in [2], in [1], in [4], etc. Real rank might be viewed as a non-commutative dimension

and is borrowed from Rieffel’s ideas of stable rank. The real rank of a unital C∗-algebra B,

denoted by RR(B), is the least integer n such that Lgn(B) ∩ Bn
sa is dense in Bn

sa, where Bsa

denotes the set of all self-adjoint elements of B. If there is no such integer n, we say that real

rank of B is infinite. For a non-unital C∗-algebra B, RR(B) is defined to be RR(B̃).

If a unital C∗-algebra B is commutative, the real rank and the dimension of spectrum of B

are the same. This equality comes from the fact that the covering dimension of the spectrum

of B is the least positive integer n such that every continuous function from spectrum of B to
11



R
n+1 can be approximated arbitrarily closely by nowhere zero functions from the spectrum of

B to R
n+1.

There is a close relation between the stable rank and the real rank of a C∗-algebra, and in

particular ([3]),

(6) RR(B) ≤ 2sr(B) − 1.

If sr(B) is equal to one, then RR(B) is either equal to zero or one. Since an AI algebra is an

AF algebra if and only if its real rank is zero and since there are many AI algebras which are

not AF, equality can occur in (6) or not.

The most studied case is real rank zero. It can be seen in [3] that a unital C∗-algebra B

has real rank zero if, and only if, any self-adjoint element can be approximated arbitrarily

closely by self-adjoint elements with finite spectra if, and only if, every non-zero hereditary

C∗-subalgebra has an approximate unit of projections. An immediate consequence from the

results above is that every finite dimensional C∗-algebra has real rank zero, and so does any

AF algebra.

Suppose that B is a simple AH algebra. Then, B has real rank zero if, and only if, its

projections separate the traces provided that this algebra has slow dimension growth ([1]).

This equivalence was first studied when the dimensions of the spectra of the building blocks in

the inductive limit decomposition of B were no more than two, see [2] .

Let B be a C∗-algebra. Suppose that

B =

k
⊕

i=1

C(Xi) ⊗Mni
,

where Xi is a connected compact metric space for every i. Set X =
⊔k

i=1Xi. The following

notations are quoted from [2] and [1].

Let a be any self-adjoint element in B. For any x in Xi, any positive integer m, 1 ≤ m ≤ ni,

let λm denote the mth lowest eigenvalue of a(x) counted with multiplicity.

The variation of the eigenvalues of a, denoted by EV (a), is defined as the maximum of the

nonnegative real numbers

sup {|λm(x) − λm(y)| x, y ∈ Xi},

over all i and all possible values of m.

The variation of the normalized trace of a, denoted by TV (a), is defined as

sup
1≤i≤k

{|tr(a(x)) − tr(a(y))|, ∀x, y ∈ Xi},

where tr denotes the normalized trace of Mn, for any positive integer n.

Proposition 5.1. Let B be an inductive limit of homogeneous C∗-algebras Bi with morphisms

φij from Bi to Bj. Suppose that Bi has the form

Bi =

ki
⊕

t=1

Mnit
(C(Xit)),

12



where ki and nit are positive integers, and Xit is a connected compact metric space, for every

positive integer i and 1 ≤ t ≤ ki. Consider the following conditions:

(1) The projections of B separate the traces on B.

(2) For any self-adjoint element a in Bi and ǫ > 0, there is a j ≥ i such that

TV (φij(a)) < ǫ.

(3) For any self-adjoint element a in Bi and any positive number ǫ, there is a j ≥ i such

that

EV (φij(a)) < ǫ.

(4) B has real rank zero.

(i) The following implications hold in general.

(4) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1).

(ii) If B is simple, then the following equivalences hold.

(3) ⇔ (2) ⇔ (1).

(iii) If B is simple and has slow dimension growth, then all the conditions (1), (2), (3) and

(4) are equivalent.

Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) are proved in [[2], Theorem 1.3]. The statement (iii) is an

immediate consequence of the statement (ii) and [[1], Theorem 2]. �

The concept of tracial rank can be found in [13]. For the convenience of readers, it will be

recalled here.

Definition 5.1. Let A be a simple unital C∗-algebra. A is said to have tracial topological rank

zero (written TR(A) = 0) if for any positive number ǫ, and finite subset F of A containing a

non-zero positive element a, there exists a finite-dimensional C∗-subalgebra B of A with 1B =

p such that

(1) ||px− xp|| < ǫ, for all x ∈ F ,

(2) ||pxp− bx|| < ǫ, for some element bx ∈ B, every x ∈ F and

(3) 1 − p � q for some projection q in the hereditary C∗-subalgebra generated by a.

5.2. Results. In [12], a necessary and sufficient condition for a Goodearl algebra to have real

rank zero is given in terms of the limit of the weighted identity ratio sequence. In this subsection,

we will generalize this result to a subclass of D1 (let us say generalized Goodearl algebras). This

class includes the interesting algebras constructed in [18] and Villadsen algebras of the first

type ([19]). Define a simple algebra in the class under consideration as A = lim−→(Ai, φi), where

Ai = Mni
(C(Xi)) and φi(a) = diag(a(x1), . . . , a(xli), a ◦ λ1, . . . , a ◦ λαi

),

and where xi1, xi2, . . . , xili are elements given in Xi, and λi1, λi2, . . . , λiαi
are nonconstant

continuous maps from Xj to Xi. If all the Xi are the same as X, the sequence xi1, xi2, . . . is
13



dense and all the eigenvalue maps are the identity on X, then the algebra under consideration

is a Goodearl algebra.

If Xi is totally disconnected for every positive integer i, then A has real rank zero since all

RR(Ai) = 0 and an inductive limit of algebras with real rank zero has real rank zero. For each

pair of positive integers i, j, where i < j, set

ωi,j = αiαi+1 . . . αj−1

ni

nj

.

Note that the number αiαi+1 . . . αj−1 is the number of non-constant eigenvalue maps of φij .

So we might call ωi,j the weighted non-constant ratio for φij . It is clear that

ωi,j+1 = ωi,jαj

ni

nj+1

and 0 < αj
ni

nj+1
< 1. Hence, the sequence {ωi,j}, for a fixed integer i, is decreasing. Thus, it is

convergent as j → ∞.

We are now ready to state the theorem of this section. This theorem is a generalization of

[[12], Theorem 9].

Theorem 5.1. Let A be a simple AH algebra as above. The following statements are true.

(1) If lim
i→∞

ω1,i = 0, then A has tracial topological rank zero. In particular, it has real rank

zero and weakly unperforated K0(A).

(2) If A has real rank zero, then lim
i→∞

ω1,i = 0 provided that A satisfies the following condi-

tions:

(i) For any positive integer i and any point x0 in Xi, there is an open neighbourhood

U of x0 such that the union of λ−1(U) for all non-constant eigenvalue maps λ of

φij is not the same as Xj for any positive integer j > i.

(ii) For any positive integer i and any integer j0 > i, there is a j ≥ j0 with a point xj

in the spectrum of Aj and a point y0 in the spectrum of Ai such that λ(xj) = y0,

for every non constant eigenvalue map λ of φij .

Proof. (1). Suppose that lim
i→∞

ω1,i = 0. Hence, given any positive integer i, lim
j→∞

ωi,j = 0.

For any positive integer ǫ, there is a positive integer j > i such that ωi,j < ǫ. Let p denote the

projection in Mnj
corresponding to the constant eigenvalue maps of φij, that is,

p =

(

1 0
0 0

)

,

where the matrix 1 on the upper left-hand corner is the identity of Mnj−αiαi+1...αj−1
. Then p

is the required projection in the definition of tracial topological rank zero.

(2). Suppose that A satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1(2). Without loss

of generality, we can assume that n1 = 1, i.e., A1 = C(X1). Let i > 1 be any positive integer.

By the condition (ii) of (2), passing to a subsequence if necessary, there is a point xi in Xi and

a point y0 in X1 such that f(xi) = y0 for every non constant eigenvalue map f of φ1i. By (i)

there is a neighbourhood U of y0 such that the union of the pre-image of U of all non-constant
14



eigenvalue maps of φ1i is not equal to Xi. Hence, there is a point zi in Xi such that λ(zi) does

not belong to U , for every non-constant eigenvalue map λ of φ1i. Therefore, the variation of

the normalized trace of φ1i(a) is larger than ω1,i, where a is a continuous function defined on

X1 such that a(y0) = 1 and a vanishes outside the neighbourhood U . If lim
i→∞

ω1,i 6= 0, then

the sequence {TV (φ1i(a))} does not converge to zero as i → ∞. By Proposition 5.1, the real

rank of A is not zero while A has stable rank one by Corollary 3.1. Therefore, A has real rank

one. �

Corollary 5.1. Let A be as in Theorem 5.1 and such that A also satisfies conditions (i) and

(ii) in this theorem. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) A has real rank zero.

(ii) lim
i→∞

ω1,i = 0.

(iii) TR(A) = 0.

(iv) A has slow dimension growth and projections in A separate the traces.

If any statement above holds, then A has fundamental comparison property.

Proof. (i) ↔ (ii) → (iii) follows from Theorem 5.1.

(iii) → (iv) → (i) follows from Corollary 2.9 of [13], which states that given any unital simple

AH algebra A, A has tracial topological rank zero if, and only if, A has slow dimension growth

and projections in A separate the traces if, and only if, A has real rank zero, stable rank one

and weakly unperforated K0(A). �

Remark 5.1. When the space Xi in Theorem 5.1 is the same as a connected compact metric

space X for every i, and supposing that every non-constant eigenvalue map is the identity,

then the algebra discussed in Theorem 5.1 is a Goodearl algebra. The identity map on X

obviously satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem. Therefore the sufficient and

necessary condition, for a Goodearl algebra to have real rank zero in [12], is just a special case

of Theorem 5.1.

Example: The Villadsen algebras of the first type ([19]) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem

5.1, since the nonconstant eigenvalue maps are just the coordinate-projections. Moreover, if

the spectrum of each building block in the inductive limit decompositions of these algebras are

just the products of [0, 1], then we obtain the algebras constructed in [18]. This shows that the

class of algebras satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 contains many interesting algebras.

If a Goodearl algebra, or more generally, an algebra that satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary

5.1 has real rank zero, then it has slow dimension growth. Therefore, any algebra, which satisfies

the hypothesis of Corollary 5.1 and does not have slow dimension growth, has real rank one.

However, for the algebras under consideration with real rank one, we still do not know if there

is any algebra with a unique trace, or more generally, any algebra whose projections separate

the traces.
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In the absence of the hypothesis of the dimension growth, statement (iii) in Proposition

5.1 fails. The counter-examples can be found in [21]. In this paper, for each positive integer

n ≥ 2, Villadsen constructed a simple AH algebra with unique trace and its real rank is either

n or n − 1. However, the question ‘Suppose that projections of a simple inductive limit of

homogeneous C∗-algebras with diagonal ∗-homomorphisms between the building blocks separate

the traces, does it have real rank zero?’ is still open for simple AH algebras with diagonal

morphisms between the building blocks in the inductive limit decompositions but non-zero

dimension growth.
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